
WK12:Homework ian brook fisher 

Your email dropped in my box in the middle of my annual trip to Dallas, 

perhaps the most Texas part of Texas. Two days in this state and I've memorized 

its shape. I see it emblazoned on the backs of cars, on burnt-orange t-shirts, and 

embroidered onto the collars of wait staff at fancy restaurants. Even the 

postcards are all-longhorn. I picked one up for my fiance with a cartoonish map 

of the United States-the size of Texas exaggerated-that reads, "Texas: Who 

cares about the rest?" Needless to say, my political philosophy doesn't exactly 

jibe with this state-a state that flies a gigantic version of its flag1 everywhere, 

especially over sprawling American-made auto dealerships. ~fOO(tJD16 ~\Jf::.'f~ 
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Anyway, I'm in Texas interviewing high school students, asking questions 

uncannily similar to the homework assignments presented by WK12: 

• "If you had a czar's power to change one element of contemporary 

American society, what might it be?" 

• "What vegetable would you be if you could be any vegetable . 

SUBQUESTION: What vegetable are you?" 
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Gaddafi is the only topic that hasn't really come up, probably because high 

school students are still essentially naval-gazers who can't see much beyond the 

left and right coast. I don't pretend to be much different-and I can't say I've 

ever had a favorite veggie-so I decided I'd go ahead and solve the problem of 

government in the United States of America. 

1 There's enough red, white, and blue fabric in each of those flags to dress Dolly Parton for 
another sixty-five years of good 01' homemade country music. 
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I. 

In a word, I'd describe myself as more a pessimist than an optimist-a good 

thing for a question like this, because I have no qualms about tearing things 

down and building them back up. I've never cared for tea, and I've always taken 

my coffee bitter and black and proletarian. I have no problem saying that 

government is a fundamentally good thing. It should strive to do all the things 

that the free market won't do. It should build infrastructure, fund public schools, 

regulate food and pharmaceuticals, provide healthcare for those who can't afford 

it, feed the hungry, clothe the. naked, house the homeless, and make the wealthy 

~........ pay for it. Government should fund the programs that produce long-term good 
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rather than short-term sparkle~ It should recognize the way that the systemr, I \' 
unfairly benefits those at the top of the ladder and tax 'em to help make the 

ladder ascendable for everyone else. 

While I advocate for an especially active role in government regulation of 

public programs, I'm firmly of the opinion that government should keep itself 

out of the decisions that make us uniquely human: our choices on who to love 

and what we say, our right to reproduce with intention, and our faith in God or 

lack thereof. 
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As a country, we need to shrug ou\ natiOnal fidelity to the ideal of equality and 

instead strive to elect leaders as~-;pions of eqliltVThey should be the body 

to recognize that inner-city schools will never save minorities from a sealed fate 

of poverty, and that an increasing stratification of wealth will make the powerful 

lazy, irresponsible, and disconnected. Instead of thinking of social programs as 

"handouts," we need to begin leveling the playing field so that all citizens have 

fair access to resources for personal improvement. We need to throwaway the 

old adage that people should "pick themselves up by their bootstraps," and 

instead make sure that everyone's got a pair of boots. "'"'\. 
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III. 
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Good ideals, but who's going to do it? The United States government is broken 

. for a lot of reasons, not the least of which is its faith in democracy. Call me crazy, 

but I don't believe that the majority of Americans are smart enough to make the 

ight decisions for themselves. Plato had a thought: trust the fate of the kallipolis 

ilosopher kings. And why not? I've always laughed at the belief that the 

best leaders are the ones who are just like the rest of us: "That Bush guy feels 

right to me, like the sort of fella you could go huntin' with. That's who I want M 'f'Pt e:,€:NiL'('
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runnin' my country." You sure about that? We all agree that we want celTe\Z.lDl'l >=00

C~~'~1. " \j?experienced doctors cutting us open. We want practiced lawyers defending our 


rights. We certainly hope the smartest teachers will educate our kids. So why do 


we want the people making decisions about the future of the country to be just 


like us? 


Bringing together a dream-team of philosopher kings-plural kings


seems paradoxical, I'll grant you. But we need the collaboration and discussion 


that comes from a large number of leaders; authoritarian rule won't work here. 


Can we have kings that work together, leaders that share the load? The best sort 


of government will be run by the people who don't want the power-the ones 


who know how to act and can be trusted to defend the interests of the full 


society, with an eye to progressivism and equity. They should have term limits, 


receive no non-public campaign contributions, and serve the country without 


regard for polls or popular opinion or cable news. They should represent a 


diverse swath of the population with experience in science, industry, commerce 


and academia, in rural in urban settings. 


And we, in turn, should trust them. We elect leaders to make the choices 
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that we don't have the time-or the information-to fully evaluate. We need to / ?Lf\~l~t.. 
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spend our time@O:ng our ki~ earning our paychecks, cultivating our gardens, 


planning for the future, strengthening old relationships and bUl mg new ones-


we hope to do all of this with the confidence that we've elected smart people 


with the skills and insights to build the legal and physical infrastructure that will 


protect sustainable life on the planet. 



